We goofed.
We hate making mistakes, particularly when they lead to you making a mistake. We scrupulously edit
all our patterns, but when an inaccuracy does slip through we post a correction as quickly as
possible.
Corrections for this book have been compiled in this PDF. Any pages with errors have been
completely redesigned; you can print and then insert the corrected pages in your copy of the
book. If we’re aware of an error, we fix it before reprinting a book, so your edition may already
include these changes. Scroll to page 2 of this document to view the corrections.
The corrections listed here should allow you to complete your project with ease. If not, give us a call
at 800-426-3126 and we’ll do our best to help. And again, many apologies for the error.

Tulips and Tossed Greens
Spring has sprung in this whimsical table runner adorned
with leaping rabbits, fluttering vines of blooming yo-yos,
and sun-kissed tulips. Brighten any tabletop with this
cheerful little quilt as you celebrate the arrival of balmy
days and clear blue skies.

FINISHED RUNNER: 23¼" x 40⅛" • FINISHED BLOCK: 4" x 4"
Designed by Kim Diehl

Materials

Cutting

Yardage is based on 42"-wide
fabric. Fat quarters are 18" x 21".

Appliqué patterns A–E are on
page 102. Kim uses freezer-paper
appliqué and machine stitching,
but you can prepare the shapes
for your favorite method. For
more details on appliqué, go to
ShopMartingale.com/HowtoQuilt
for free information, or see
Kim’s book Simple Appliqué
(Martingale, 2015) for a variety
of appliqué techniques.

1½ yards total of assorted prints
for yo-yos and tulip appliqués
1⅛ yards of light green print for
border and binding
⅝ yard total of assorted cream
prints for blocks and side
setting triangles
1 fat quarter of brown print for
rabbit appliqués
1 fat quarter of green plaid for
vine and leaf appliqués
Scraps of assorted green prints
for leaf appliqués
1⅓ yards of fabric for backing
30" x 47" piece of batting
Fusible web (optional)
¼" bias bar
#8 pearl cotton in a neutral color
Size 5 embroidery needle
Straw needle
Liquid basting glue
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From the assorted cream prints,
cut a total of:
13 squares, 4½" x 4½"
4 squares, 7" x 7"; cut diagonally
into quarters to yield 16
triangles (2 will be extra)
From the light green print, cut:
2 strips, 6¼" x 28⅝"
2 strips, 6¼" x 23¼"
4 strips, 2½" x 42"
From the assorted prints,
cut a total of:
28 using pattern A
102 using pattern B
10 using pattern D

From the brown print, cut:
2 using pattern C
From the green plaid, cut on the
bias grain:
Enough 1"-wide lengths to make
four 36"-long strips when
joined end to end
6 strips, 1¼" x 4"
From the remainder of the
green plaid and the assorted
green print scraps, cut a total of:
40 using pattern E

